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Abstract

We propose a router-based technique to mitigate the stealthy reduction of quality (RoQ) attacks at the routers in the
Internet. The RoQ attacks have been shown to impair the QoS sensitive VoIP and the TCP traffic in the Internet. It is
difficult to detect these attacks because of their low average rates. We also show that our generalized approach can detect
these attacks even if they employ the source IP address spoofing, the destination IP address spoofing, and undefined peri-
odicity to evade several router-based detection systems. The detection system operates in two phases: in phase 1, the pres-
ence of the RoQ attack is detected from the readily available per flow information at the routers, and in phase 2, the attack
filtering algorithm drops the RoQ attack packets. Assuming that the attacker uses the source IP address and the destina-
tion IP address spoofing, we propose to detect the sudden increase in the traffic load of all the expired flows within a short
period. In a network without RoQ attacks, we show that the traffic load of all the expired flows is less than certain thresh-
olds, which are derived from real Internet traffic analysis. We further propose a simple filtering solution to drop the attack
packets. The filtering scheme treats the long-lived flows in the Internet preferentially, and drops the attack traffic by mon-
itoring the queue length if the queue length exceeds a threshold percent of the queue limit. Our results show that we can
successfully detect and mitigate RoQ attacks even with the source and destination IP addresses spoofed. The detection
system is implemented in the ns2 simulator. In the simulations, we use the flowid field available in ns2 to implement
per-flow logic, which is a combination of the source IP address, the destination IP address, the source port, and the des-
tination port. We also discuss the real implementation of the proposed detection system.
� 2007 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The CSI/FBI 2006 [1] survey showed that the
denial of service (DoS) is still an issue leading to a
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significant revenue loss for many organizations.
The low rate DoS attack poses a new threat to the
Internet [2–8]. The low rate DoS attack was first
publicly known from the work of [2], referred to
as the Shrew attack. The RoQ attack [3] does not
try to shut down the legitimate flows, but tries to
reduce the quality of service experienced by them.
Thus, it is even harder to defend against RoQ
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attacks. All these low rate types of DoS attacks can
be defined by a general periodic waveform as shown
in Fig. 1. A low rate type of DoS attack is character-
ized by three parameters, the attack period (T), the
burst period or the burst length (t), and the burst
rate (R). The Shrew attack [2] exploits the minimum
RTO property and the exponential backoff algo-
rithm of the TCP protocol. It works by sending a
burst of attack packets with a rate greater than
the target capacity for a short period like 20–
200 ms at the target router every 1 s. This leads to
packet drops of legitimate TCP connections, which
subsequently enter timeout; as these connections
attempt to retransmit lost packets after the mini-
mum RTO of 1 s, they are again hampered by the
attack traffic at the router. The connections now
use the exponential back off algorithm to retransmit
lost packets, attempting to retransmit packets at 2n

seconds, where n is an integer. These times are mul-
tiples of 1 s during which the attack traffic is present
at the router, thereby continuously denying service
to the legitimate TCP connections. Typically, the
Shrew attack was shown to be lethal to the long-
lived TCP flows in the Internet.

On the contrary, the RoQ attack targets to dam-
pen QoS experienced by the TCP traffic by keeping
the time period high. It tries to occupy the share of
the legitimate network traffic by sending high rate
bursts on longer timescales. For instance, by sending
the periodic bursts of attack packets to a router, the
attacker does not allow the queue to stabilize such
that the QoS sensitive Internet traffic experiences
degradation of quality [6]. In particular, the period-
icity is not well defined in an RoQ attack, thereby
allowing the attacker to keep the average rate of
the attack traffic significantly low to evade the adap-
tive queue management techniques like RED and
RED-PD [9]. The RoQ attack exploits the AIMD
algorithm of the TCP protocol; it achieves this by
intermittently sending the attack traffic during which
the legitimate packets are dropped, and TCP reduces
the current congestion window by half and enters the
Fig. 1. The characteristics of the low rate DoS attacks.
slow start phase. Since the attack time period is high,
the legitimate TCP traffic regains some of the lost
congestion window size slowly following the AIMD
mechanism, and thus only suffering from reduction
of quality. We consider the RoQ attack and the
low rate DoS attack model in our study. To distin-
guish the two attacks, we classify an attack with time
period greater than or equal to 5 s as a RoQ attack,
and an attack with time period less than 5 s as a low
rate DoS attack. It was suggested in [3], though not
explicitly specified, to set a higher time period, but
the time period value of 5 s is empirically found to
perform well for our proposed attack filtering
algorithm.

In our earlier work [10], the detection system can
detect the stealthy low rate DoS and RoQ attack by
using a simple time difference method. The time dif-
ference technique uses a per-flow approach to store
arrival times of the packets belonging to each flow,
and computes inter-arrival times between the con-
secutive packets to detect periodicity. The attacker
using IP address spoofing can easily deceive this
simple per-flow approach as the time difference
approach will not be able to detect periodicity in
the attack flow, which is no longer a single flow.
In this paper, we consider an attacker that will use
the IP address spoofing to fool the per flow detec-
tion system. The approach presented in this paper
works in conjunction with our previous approach,
which can easily detect low rate DoS attack that
do not use IP address spoofing, to provide a com-
plete solution against these attacks. Traditional
approaches to mitigate the IP address spoofing such
as IP traceback are useful when an end-host is
attacked [11,12]. On the contrary, the RoQ attack
targets network elements, and so packets may not
even reach the end host.

Our objective is to address the following ques-
tion: can an individual router detect spoofed pack-
ets used in the low rate DoS and RoQ attack, and
alleviate/mitigate the RoQ attack? Our solution
provides both detection and mitigation against the
RoQ attacks. We propose a scalable technique that
passively detects the low rate DoS and RoQ attacks.
After having confirmed the onset of an RoQ attack,
we enable our filtering algorithm to separate
long-lived legitimate flows at the router, and subse-
quently to drop the RoQ attack packets. The filter-
ing algorithm is best suited for RoQ attacks;
furthermore, we briefly discuss the problem of filter-
ing low rate DoS attack packets using our
approach.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the problem in detail. Section 3 pre-
sents the detection system. Section 4 discusses the
hardware implementation issue. Section 5 presents
the ns2 simulation results and relevant discussion.
Related works and comparisons with the proposed
detection system are described in Section 6, followed
by concluding remarks in Section 7.

2. Problem description

The MIT Spoofer project [13] has reemphasized
the detrimental effect of the IP address spoofing.
The subnet IP address spoofing [14] is easily
orchestrated, as the ingress IP address filtering can-
not contain the spoofing. To illustrate the subnet
IP address spoofing, consider an attacker in the
subnet, 12.28.34.0–12.28.34.100; an attacker can
easily use any address in this range for spoofing
a source IP address inside this subnet. The IP
address of every outgoing packet can be easily
spoofed by randomly selecting an IP address from
the pool of IP addresses available for spoofing; this
is referred to as random IP address spoofing. We
assume that the attacker has complete control of
the source machine and can change the operating
system stack as needed. The attacker can use either
the UDP or the TCP protocol to send a packet
with any possible value in the packet header. Let
k be the number of packets in each flow. The
flow-id of a flow is defined by the combination
of a source IP address, a destination IP address,
a source port, and a destination port. This defini-
tion will be adopted throughout the paper. The
open knowledge of the RoQ attack and the ON–
OFF periodic blasting attack [9] shows that period-
icity can be random for the low rate DoS and RoQ
attack. As described in [9], the attacker will have
one IP address for every ON period; this is referred
to as continuous cycle IP address spoofing. A var-
iant of continuous IP address spoofing would be
using a group of IP addresses in each ON period
of the attack. The number of packets in the low
rate DoS and RoQ attack traffic using continuous
or random IP address spoofing would be similar to
the number of packets in a typical HTTP flow or a
short-lived flow. The HTTP flows are hence
referred to as mice as compared to long-lived flows
known as elephants. Considering the widespread
use of botnets [15] by attackers, it is not difficult
for an attacker to use the compromised machines
with valid IP addresses to launch a low rate DoS
attack. In addition, the master who controls bot-
nets can sabotage machines in subnets scattered
across the Internet, so that the attack traffic rate
coming out of each subnet is not anomalous, but
the aggregated traffic will lead to DoS when it
reaches the targeted router. Use of botnets will
also allow an attacker to use compromised
machines to send attack traffic with random and
continuous cycle IP address spoofing. In a low rate
DoS attack, the required number of compromised
machines can be low [16]. The primary scope of
this paper is to mitigate RoQ attacks with IP
address spoofing in which an attacker can employ
different types of IP address spoofing strategies
while launching the RoQ attack. We shall next
describe the architecture of the proposed detection
system.

3. Detection system

3.1. Detection system architecture and logic

The low rate DoS and RoQ attacks cause fluctu-
ations in the queue size and congestion levels at the
router during the ON period of the attack. They can
incur an increase in the instantaneous packet loss.
The packet loss observed in our experiments [6]
was greater than 2%. It is important that the detec-
tion system should be ‘‘OFF” when there is no
attack. Note that for the RoQ attack, the packet
loss might not increase, and so the network admin-
istrator can also invoke the detection system by
using the congestion signal from the active queue
management (AQM) system [17,18]. In our case,
we use the congestion signal from the adaptive vir-
tual queue (AVQ) algorithm [18] to invoke the
detection system. Thus, we can eliminate the over-
head of performing memory intensive analysis
under no attack. A network administrator can tune
this parameter.

The detection system architecture and the attack
detection procedure are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively. The detection system relies on readily
available per-flow information in today’s routers,
for example, Cisco Netflow [19], as shown in
Fig. 2. There has been significant advances and con-
tinued research effort in incorporating per flow pro-
cessing in router design [20] as per flow information
is of extreme importance for network management,
accounting, billing, and security purposes to ISPs.
Our detection system leverages on this readily avail-
able per flow information, thus requiring no major



Fig. 2. The detection system architecture.

Fig. 3. The attack detection procedure.
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architectural or system changes in the routers. The
contents of the flow size estimation module are peri-
odically flushed to the persistent storage memory
for accurate attack identification. The following
parameters are obtained for every new flow: the
packet count (k), the packet size, the createdtime
and the lastaccessed time; these parameters are the
same as those facilitated in Cisco Netflow. The
lastaccessed time field allows us to decide when a
flow ends. The packet count keeps track of the num-
ber of packets of a particular flow, while the other
parameters are self-explanatory. The benign flow
table is used to separate the long-lived flows passing
through the router. On the arrival of a new packet,
if the attack filtering is ON, a query is made to the
benign flow table to check whether a flow entry for
that packet is present. If the entry exists, the packet
is treated normally going through conventional
steps of header decoding, route lookup, and for-
warding. If the entry does not exist, the packet is
passed to the module that implements the attack fil-
tering algorithm which will be described later. The
entries in the benign flow table are updated once
the processing performed in the persistent storage
memory identifies the new legitimate long-lived
flows. The long-lived flows are ones, which are still
active after at least 2 s [21]. The benign flow table
also sets an inactivity timer for each flow similar
to the one used by Netflow, that helps eliminating
entries of inactive flows in the benign flow table; a
flow is considered inactive if no packet belonging
to that flow has been observed for more than the
inactive timeout constant. This also prevents an
attacker from exploiting the benign flow table by
sending normal traffic to be classified as benign
and reusing the same flow id after a long time to
send the attack traffic. Further discussion of some
related scenarios will be made in Section 3.2. To
improve the scalability of the scheme, we rely on
the Internet traffic observations made by various
studies [22–24]. The key observation is that a small
percentage of the flows contribute to the majority of
the bytes and packets of the total traffic passing
through a link. This property of the Internet traffic
has been used before for designing AQM schemes
such as RED-PD [25]. We use this knowledge about
the long-lived flows to achieve considerable memory
savings as well as to provide better throughput for
the legitimate long-lived flows. The advantage of
the benign flow table will become clearer, as we dis-
cuss the filtering approach. This property of the
Internet traffic is also the guiding principle of the
low rate DoS and RoQ attack detection algorithm.
As discussed earlier, the low rate DoS and RoQ
attack flows that use IP address spoofing or botnets
are similar to legitimate short-lived flows in terms of
the number of packets per flow, and the Internet
traffic characteristic indicates that short-lived flows
occupy less percentage of the total traffic passing
through a link. Thus, the Internet traffic property
is violated when the low rate DoS and RoQ attack
is instigated in the Internet. The key idea behind
the detection approach is to detect violation of this
property of the Internet traffic. So far, we have
explained Steps 1–3 described in Fig. 3 except the
functioning of the low rate DoS attack detection
algorithm. Step 4 will be detailed in Section 3.2
when we consider some special cases of how an
adversary can fool our detection system. We shall
next explain the mechanism of the low rate DoS
and RoQ attack detection algorithm in details of
which the psuedocode is shown in Fig. 4.

The basic idea of the detection logic can be
explained by using Fig. 5. Assuming the entire



Fig. 4. Pseudocode of the attack detection algorithm.

Fig. 5. The basic concept of the attack detection algorithm.
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capacity of the link as a big pipe, we want to esti-
mate how much of the pipe is filled by the flows con-
taining atleast k packets in a second. For the time
being, we assume the ON period of the attack to
be less than or equal to 1 s. We want to see if the fol-
lowing holds true:

X
All Flows X<k

TotalBytes per flow

 !
� Threshold:

The diagram in Fig. 5 shows the entire capacity
and the amount filled by the flows that have less
than or equal to five packets in them every second.
Step 1 of the algorithm computes the traffic load of
a group of expired flows that satisfy the required cri-
terion in the ‘‘if” statement. The expired flows are
the ones that will not receive any more packets; it
is simply a closed connection between the respective
source and destination. Only the expired flows are
considered in Step 1 of the detection algorithm.
We want to observe a sudden increase in the traffic
load from a group of flows in a short time, and so,
we consider the flows formed and expired within a
second as seen in Step 1. The createdtime and last-

accesed time values of individual monitored flows
will allow precise selection of the flows that were
formed and expired within the observation time
slice of a second. We repeat Step 1 every 1 s on all
the expired flows stored in the persistent memory.
The totalbytecnt of each flow is the sum of the size
of each packet in that flow that can be easily derived
from the IP header. If the (sum) in Step 2 of the
algorithm exceeds a threshold, then the detection
system invokes the attack filtering module. Thus,
an attacker using IP address spoofing or botnets will
try to send enough packets, each belonging to a dif-
ferent flow, that are sufficient to fill up the total
capacity during the ON period of the attack. The
proper selection of the threshold value is important
to detect the low rate DoS attack. We propose three
thresholds to be used in Step 2 of the detection
algorithm

1. THRESHOLD P C þ B
2. C=2þ B 6 THRESHOLD < C þ B
3. C=4þ B 6 THRESHOLD < C=2þ B

C is the capacity of the link, and B is the buffer
size of the router. A little modification might be
required for lower values of thresholds for particu-
lar C and B, which can be obtained by the technique
explained in Section 3.3. The threshold will be
exceeded more often in a low rate DoS attack due
to its low time period, and less often in a RoQ
attack due to its high time period. The period of
the attack can also be detected based on instants
when the threshold is exceeded.

We shall next discuss how the detection system
can detect an attacker using different IP address
spoofing strategies. The attacker may use perfect

random IP address spoofing; that is, a new IP
address from the pool of available IP addresses is
assigned to every packet. This implies one packet
per flow. To detect an attack using continuous cycle
IP address spoofing, or variations of random IP
address spoofing with more than one packet per
flow, we check the value of the sum variable by
keeping k as 0 < k < C/P, where k is the number
of packets in each flow, C is the capacity of the link,
and P is the packet size which can be assumed to be
64 bytes, the size of the smallest packet. We check if
the sum variable is higher than any of the three pro-
posed thresholds in a short period of 1 s, and
whether it repeats periodically. In the next subsec-
tion, to confirm the proposed heuristics, we keep
the range of k as 0 < k < C/P and show that in the
absence of the low rate DoS and RoQ attack, the
value of the sum variable does not exceed the pro-
posed thresholds. The perfect random IP address
spoofing case can be quickly detected by keeping
k < 2, and checking if the value of the sum variable
is greater than any of the proposed three thresholds.
Once the attack is detected, we activate the pro-
posed filtering mechanism in which the attack pack-
ets are dropped as they start filling up the capacity.
Thus, even if the attacker uses a different IP address
in each ON period, the attack packets will be
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dropped, as demonstrated in our simulation results.
RED-PD [9] cannot detect such an attack.

3.2. Intelligent attacker

The only way an attacker can evade detection is if
the attack flows are classified as the benign flows.
This can be staged if an attack flow sends packets
for more than 2 s, and then uses the same flowid to
launch a low rate DoS or RoQ attack. The proposed
detection system will incorporate our previous
approach reported in [10], which can easily detect
low rate DoS and RoQ attacks that do not use IP
address spoofing. The time difference approach [10]
relies on computing the time difference between the
consecutive packets of a flow. It was shown in [10]
that only the low rate DoS and RoQ attack flows
exhibit periodicity in the time difference, while other
legitimate traffic flows lack this characteristic period-
icity property of the low rate DoS and RoQ attack.
The time difference technique can be easily integrated
in the current detection system as it only requires the
following per-flow information, the createdtime, the
lastaccessed time, and each packet arrival time from
the per-flow systems shown in Fig. 2. The per-flow
system will have to be configured to provide each
packet arrival time as one of the flow fields, and just
has to record the timestamp when it samples a packet
belonging to a particular flow for this requirement. If
a particular flow is found to be an attack flow by
using the time difference technique, it can be easily
blocked by filtering traffic coming from that IP
address. In another possibility, an attacker will use
a group of machines (bots) to send flows for more
than 2 s to forge classification as the benign flows,
and then use these flowid’s to launch a low rate
DoS attack. To detect such an attack, we apply our
detection algorithm shown in Fig. 4 on the benign
flows. It requires adding the total byte count of each
flow in the benign flow table for a short period of
every 1 s. As in detection of the low rate DoS and
RoQ attack described before, our proposed logic of
the ‘‘SUM” value exceeding predefined thresholds
will still hold as the attack flows are now part of flows
classified as benign. To evade the above change in the
detection system, an attacker can simply use some
flows classified as benign flows and others as short-
lived flows to launch a low rate DoS or RoQ attack.
In this way, the SUM value of the detection algo-
rithm in Fig. 4 will not exceed the predefined thresh-
olds when the detection algorithm is applied only on
the benign flows. To detect this variant of a low rate
DoS and RoQ attack, we propose to apply the attack
detection algorithm on both the benign and short-
lived flows simultaneously to see if the sum variable
exceeds the proposed thresholds. Now, the sum var-
iable should exceed one of the proposed thresholds.
For the latter variations of the attack when we use
the low rate DoS and RoQ attack detection algo-
rithm to detect the attack and not the time difference
technique, we will rely on the attack filtering tech-
nique described in Section 3.4 to filter the attack traf-
fic. This process of detecting an intelligent attacker
can be activated once the attack filtering algorithm
is active. Attention should also be made in classifying
flows as benign once the attack detection algorithm
finds flows in the benign flow table causing the low
rate DoS or RoQ attack. Typically, long-lived flows
should be classified as benign after having been ver-
ified their lack of periodicity by using the time differ-
ence technique described earlier. Our approach can
thus detect the low rate DoS and RoQ attack that
uses any combination of the number of flows partic-
ipating in the attack, any time period, any burst per-
iod, and any burst rate.

3.3. Trace evaluation

To confirm that the thresholds proposed in the
previous subsection will work for the Internet traf-
fic, we evaluate our strategy by analyzing the
OC48 (2.5 Gbps) traces provided by CAIDA [27].
Using the Coralreef [28] software, we first obtained
the expired flow statistics <Source IP address, Des-
tination IP address, Source IP port, Destination IP
port, Packetcnt, Bytecnt, Createdtime, and Lastac-
cessed time>, which are similar to the ones that
we have proposed to collect for all the flows. We
run the attack detection algorithm using the flow
information obtained by the coralreef software to
observe the characteristics of the sum variable in
the absence of the low rate DoS and RoQ attack.
The traces were recorded during August 2002 and
April 2003. Fig. 6 shows the sum variable statistics
for a 5 min April 2003 trace. We have made similar
analysis for longer periods, but they are similar to
the ones presented here. The OC48 speed is
2.5 Gbps, i.e., 2.5E09, and so C/2 is 1.25E09, and
C/4 is 62.5E07. We can see from Fig. 6 that the
sum variable does not exceed any of the proposed
thresholds. An ON period in a low rate DoS attack
is typically less than 1 s as reported in the literature
about low rate DoS attacks. We observe in Fig. 7
the values of the sum variable for every 2 s, in which



Fig. 7. Sum statistics for every 2 s.

Fig. 6. Sum statistics for every second.
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case we assume an ON period of 2 s. The attack
with ON period greater than 2 s can certainly be
detected by our approach, but they can be easily
detected by RED-PD and many other existing
AQM schemes too.

Interestingly, it can be argued that the attack
cannot be a low rate DoS or RoQ attack, when
the ON period is so long. The sum variable in
Fig. 7 does not exceed the proposed thresholds.
Similar observations were found in other traces.
We also propose to select the lower thresholds care-
fully. The tuning of lower thresholds below C/2 can
be done by studying the sum statistics in the absence
of the attack during the normal router operation.
The profile of flow sizes and the sum distributions
can be obtained in the absence of the attack scalably
by using the per flow information from systems like
Cisco Netflow in Fig. 2 to understand the unique
properties of traffic distributions on each link, and
to adjust the attack detection thresholds accord-
ingly. We want to highlight that in a short period
of 1–2 s the sum variable does not exceed the pro-
posed thresholds in the absence of the low rate
DoS and RoQ attack, as observed in Figs. 6 and
7. Thus, only during the low rate DoS and RoQ
attack, the sum will exceed the proposed thresholds.

3.4. Filtering logic

We propose a filtering scheme to mitigate the
RoQ attacks. The low rate DoS and RoQ attack
detection algorithm in Fig. 4 provides information
on how frequently the attack bursts are instigated
from which one may determine the attack type
(i.e., RoQ attack). To filter the RoQ attack packets,
which are using the spoofed IP addresses, we pro-
pose a nondeterministic approach because it is diffi-
cult to know which IP address an attacker will use in
future bursts. Thus, it is futile to store the attack IP
addresses seen in the old bursts. We have developed
a simple method to address this problem. As men-
tioned before, we separate the long-lived flows in
the benign flow table, and they are treated preferen-
tially. On the arrival of packets belonging to these
flows, unless the buffer is full, they are enqueued in
the queue and are passed normally. Special attention
is needed while identifying a new benign long-lived
flow when the attack filtering mode is ON by verify-
ing that the difference between createdtime and
lastaccessed time should be atleast 2 s, and the lastac-

cessed time should be close to the inspection time to
classify the flow as a non-expired, legitimate, and
long-lived flow. The detection algorithm also consid-
ers special attack scenarios discussed in Section 3.2
before classifying the flow as a non-expired, legiti-
mate, and long-lived flow. Packets, which belong
to the new flows and are not present in the benign
flow table, are enqueued in the queue, and the cur-
rent queue length is then computed. The current
queue length is checked if it is greater than a% of
the queue limit. If so, the enqueued packet is
dropped immediately; otherwise, the enqueued
packet is treated normally. Our strategy is a preemp-
tive strategy to prevent the attack packets from gain-
ing access to the legitimate bandwidth. It can be
empirically confirmed that the point after which
the queue length exceeds a% of the queue limit will
occur only during the attack epochs as the legitimate
TCP flows will try to share bandwidth, and the
attack packets will typically try to force the legiti-
mate packets out of the queue once the occurrence
of the attack is confirmed by the proposed attack
detection algorithm. Nevertheless, under no attack
during congestion, the legitimate flows can force
other legitimate packets to be dropped, but in the
RoQ attack case, we know that most likely, these
packets are RoQ attack packets, and hence we drop
these packets. The filtering is also activated at the
approximate time instants for 1 s when attack pack-
ets start arriving at the queue. We filter for 1 s
because the attack detection algorithm runs every
1 s. The time period of the attack can be obtained
from the attack detection algorithm. This idea is
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the essence of the proposed attack filtering algo-
rithm. A tradeoff exists in choosing the percentage
of the queue limit for dropping the packets; this will
decide how much attack traffic will be dropped as
well as the penalty imposed on the legitimate
short-lived and long-lived flows. The percentage
value will be determined empirically; details will be
provided in the simulation results section. One
advantage of this approach is that too many legiti-
mate short flows traversing the router need not be
isolated as it is difficult to implement per-flow logic
in hardware, and the difficulties involved will be dis-
cussed more in the next section on hardware imple-
mentation strategies. The short-lived flows will get
enough share of the total capacity as just
(100 � a)% of the buffer space is denied to them till
the RoQ attack is filtered. However, some of the
packets of the new short flows will be dropped, but
they will be admitted after a few milliseconds when
the attack burst has subsided. A normal TCP con-
nection uses the exponential backoff algorithm to
resend the dropped packets before giving up. In
addition, the RoQ attack packets are enqueueing
less frequently, e.g., every 5 s, and so few legitimate
short-lived TCP traffic, which lost packets, can easily
enter slow start and increase their congestion win-
dows, which were halved due to lost packets, to send
data before the next attack burst occurs. In fact,
most of the short-lived flows last less than 2 s [21],
and so they will finish sending data during the slow
start phase before the next attack burst occurs.
One more advantage from the implementation per-
spective as compared to the traditional filtering is
that no memory is needed to store the list of the IP
addresses to be dropped. The hardware implementa-
tion issue with per flow states will be discussed in the
next section where it becomes clear why it is difficult
to preserve per flow state at high speeds for all the
flows. Thus, our filtering solution is simple and effec-
tive. Our simulation results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our proposed filtering technique in
dropping a significant number of attack packets
while simultaneously provisioning the legitimate
traffic enough bandwidth. The attack filtering can
be stopped after having confirmed the no attack sta-
tus by using the attack detection algorithm in Fig. 4.
The scheme has a drawback when used to filter the
low rate DoS attack traffic, because the low rate
DoS attack has a small-time period as compared to
those of the RoQ attacks, and hence the attack pack-
ets are enqueuing up more frequently. The queue
length exceeds a% of the queue limit more often,
thus leading to higher drops of the legitimate pack-
ets. The legitimate short-lived traffic is penalized
and it suffers from reduction in throughput.

4. Implementation discussion

Internet security is vital to facilitate e-commerce
transactions, and there has been continued research
effort to provision network traffic monitoring at
high speeds. The hardware capabilities achieved by
some other approaches like the deep packet inspec-
tion [29,30], at relatively low speeds show that our
proposed approach can be realizable. That the fast
memory, i.e., SRAM, is exorbitantly costly, and
the cheap memory, i.e., DRAM, is too slow to work
at the high speed line rates, are the two critical con-
siderations in provisioning high speed monitoring.
In this section, we briefly discuss some of the recent
techniques proposed in the literature that can facil-
itate realization of the proposed detection system
architecture.

To estimate the size of the benign flow table, we
consider the commonly used Internet traces for
analysis as conducted in [31–33]. It is mentioned
in [31] that this ISP trace for OC48 speed contains
11,341,289 flows. To maintain per-flow states for
so many flows is difficult as the majority of the flows
are short-lived leading to continuous updates and
removal of flows from the memory. The high speed
memory SRAM which can support such operation
is exorbitantly costly. Considering the previously
described characteristics of the Internet traffic
[22–24], approximately one-third (3,780,429) of the
flows are the large flows. It is difficult to maintain
per flow state for all the flows because of resource
constraints. By using a bloom filter calculator [34],
the amount of memory (SRAM) required for main-
taining the entry of each flow in a bloom filter for
approximately 3,780,429 flows with the probability
of false positive of 0.001 and four hash functions
is 2 MB. Note that these are not live flows at one
instant, but the total number of flows found in the
entire trace. In another work [33], the authors
pointed out that the maximum number of live flows
is 714,166 in another OC-48 trace for which the size
of the bloom filter is 1.8 MB using the same param-
eters as before. Thus, the benign flow table has a
modest memory requirement of about 2 MB.

Apart from the memory requirement for the
benign flow table, the proposed detection system
also needs per flow size estimation module like
Cisco Netflow [19], and hence additional resources
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are needed for the per flow size estimation module.
However, the additional resources for the per flow
size estimation module are already included in the
routers [19], The benign flow table represents the
additional requirement if the proposed system is
deployed at a router.
5. Simulation results and discussion

We used the ns2 simulator [35] to demonstrate
the performance of the proposed detection scheme.
The topology used in our experiment is shown in
Fig. 8. We used the PackMime [36] HTTP traffic
generator, which was developed by using the real
traces of the Internet traffic. It is the most recent
work about the modeling of the HTTP traffic that
improves over the previous HTTP traffic models.
We have adopted the PackMime traffic model in
our study because the HTTP traffic interaction with
the detection system is important since an attack
flow using the IP address spoofing or botnets would
have similar number of packets like in a typical
HTTP flow or a short-lived flow. The topology con-
sists of two PackMime clients, two PackMime serv-
ers connected by 100 Mbps links to the delaybox,
and two routers with a buffer size of 500 packets
each and a bottleneck link of 10 Mbps between
them. The queue size is fixed and is equal to twice
the delay bandwidth product, which was found to
perform optimally in routers in the Internet [37].
The link between the delaybox and the router is
100 Mbps. The delaybox is used to provide per flow
dropping probability, round-trip times, and bottle-
neck link speeds. In our setting, the dropping prob-
ability is zero and the available server bandwidth is
uniformly distributed from 1 to 20 Mbps. We have
modified the file test-PackMime-delaybox.tcl script
[38] for our simulations. All the access links have
Fig. 8. The simulation topology.
random delays obtained by using a uniform distri-
bution from 50 to 250 ms. The access links connect-
ing to the sink agents and the bottleneck link has
link delay of 10 ms. We also have 10 long-lived
flows using FTP in the network. The details of the
SACK TCP used in the simulations are: window
size 50 packets, segment size 1460, minimum RTO
1 s for the FTP flows, and the rest of the parameters
are the default settings. The TCP of the PackMime
model also adopts the SACK TCP; other details are
the same as that of the TCP used for FTP. We have
five VoIP flows that are modeled as G711 FEC
96 Kbps traffic using the exponential ON–OFF traf-
fic model in ns2. The attacker uses UDP constant
bit rate traffic (CBR). The proposed detection sys-
tem code is embedded in the AVQ algorithm [18]
of ns2, and the detection system is invoked when
the virtual capacity exceeds the AVQ-defined
threshold. It is invoked by the congestion signal
from the AVQ algorithm. We ran the simulation
for 650 s with a warm up time of 50 s; the attack
was introduced 50 s later after the start of the simu-
lation. The PackMime connection rate was 40 con-
nections per second, i.e., 40 new HTTP connections
would start every second. The rate value of 40 is
used because it generates the average throughput
of 30% of the bottleneck link in absence of any
other traffic on the bottleneck link in our simulation
setup. It also conforms with the reported nature of
the Internet traffic, in which many short-lived flows
occupy around 30% of traffic in bytes, and the rest is
occupied by the long-lived flows [22–24]. About
14,000 connections were generated during the life-
time of the simulation. The detection system code
uses the flowid field available in ns2 to implement
the per-flow logic. In practice, the flow-id will have
to be replaced by the hash of the source IP address,
the destination IP address, the source port, and the
destination port.

Initially, we demonstrate the ability of the attack
detection algorithm in detecting the low rate DoS
and the RoQ attack as explained in Fig. 4. We set
the attack threshold as explained in Fig. 4 to be
312.5 KB close to the value of C/4, and test it with
two attack scenarios: 1. T = 1 s, t = 0.3 s, and R =
10 Mbps (low rate DoS attack) and 2. T = 5 s,
t = 0.3 s, and R = 10 Mbps (RoQ attack). We now
present results of the SUM variable described in
Fig. 4. One representative SUM value in absence
of the attack is 88.85 KB, and it never exceeds the
threshold of 312.5 KB throughout the simulation.
In attack scenario 1, the SUM values are
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391.3 KB at 50.8 s, 425.7 KB at 51.8 s, 390.6 KB at
52.8 s, 393.9 KB at 53.8 s, and so on. In attack sce-
nario 2, the SUM values are 391.3 KB at 50.8 s,
375.6 KB at 55.8 s, 371.7 KB at 60.8 s, and so on.
Thus, clearly in both cases, the SUM value exceeds
the threshold, thus indicating the presence of the
low rate DoS and RoQ attack at the router,
respectively.

In this simulation, the attacker uses random IP
address spoofing with the time period of 5 s, the
burst period of 0.3 s, and the burst rate of 10 Mbps.
Our detection system detects the RoQ attack as
explained in the attack detection algorithm. As
shown in Fig. 9, the throughput for the long-lived
flows is restored to almost that of the case with no
attack. Apparently, flow four was not affected by
the attack; we conjecture that the attack packets
could not force timeout during the burst period as
the RTT was large, and hence the flow did not suffer
from reduction in throughput. In addition, during
the attack, flow four achieved higher throughput
because other flows were suffering from reduction
in throughput.

In Fig. 10, we can see that VoIP flows do not
experience any packet loss with the use of the detec-
Fig. 9. The throughput comparison under an RoQ attack.

Fig. 10. VoIP packet loss comparison under an RoQ attack.
tion system. The VoIP flow is classified as a benign
long-lived flow as it is active for more than 2 s. A
study by a VoIP carrier network vendor Nextone
has reported the average VoIP call length to be
around 9 min in one of their February 2005 case
study [39]. For the RoQ attack with the time-period
of 5 s, we kept the value of a to be 80 because above
that leads to loss of throughput to the legitimate
long-lived flows in the benign flow table (see
Fig. 9). The value of a can be higher than 50% for
the RoQ attack filtering as the attack packets enter
the network less frequently; this concurs with many
of our simulations. In Figs. 11–13, we show the sta-
tistics of each HTTP flow generated during the sim-
ulation obtained from the PackMime program. The
x-axis is the response size in bytes of the replies from
the server, and the y-axis is the response time
between client sending HTTP request and client
receiving complete HTTP response in seconds. The
average value of the response time in the no attack
case is 1.8 s, the detection system case is 2.3 s, and
the attack case is 1.2 s. The standard deviation of
the response time in the no attack case is 1.3 s, the
detection system case is 2.2 s, and the attack case
is 1.3 s. In the attack case, the HTTP performance
Fig. 12. Restoration of HTTP performance under an RoQ attack
using the proposed detection system.



Fig. 13. HTTP performance under an RoQ attack.

Fig. 14. The throughput comparison under an RoQ attack with
continuous cycle IP address spoofing.
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is better because the long-lived flows are suffering
from losses and their bandwidth is claimed by
HTTP flows. We compare the no attack case and
detection system case, and observe that the average
response time increases by 0.5 s and the standard
deviation of response time increases by 0.9 s with
the detection system. Thus, the legitimate clients
are not denied service when our detection system
is employed; however, there is a slight increase in
response time.

We also conducted experiments when an attacker
uses continuous cycle IP address spoofing in which a
new IP address is used for every ON period. In our
simulation, an attacker should send approximately
500, 5, 10, 15, and 20 K packets, each of size
210 bytes, to fill up the bottleneck link during the
ON period of 10, 110, 210, 310, and 410 ms, respec-
tively. The attacker in this scenario sends 4 K pack-
ets with a new IP address every ON period. We kept
the time period of 5 s, the burst period of 0.3 s, and
the burst rate of 10 Mbps for the RoQ attack as
before and all other simulation parameters were
exactly the same as those in previous simulations
but with a variant of continuous IP address spoof-
ing instead of random IP address spoofing. The
results are shown in Fig. 14. We can observe that
the throughput of the legitimate long-lived flows is
restored, and a significant number of attack packets
are dropped using the proposed detection system.
The proposed architecture facilitates identification
and filtering of the RoQ attack traffic in which IP
address spoofing is instigated. Our approach thus
addresses most of the issues where RED-PD and
several other approaches fail to defend against
RoQ attacks.

6. Related works

We briefly review some of the countermeasures
proposed in the literature to mitigate the low rate
DoS and RoQ attacks in the Internet although none
of them has made a comprehensive attempt to
address such attacks that can use IP address spoof-
ing or botnets. In [26], an autocorrelation and
dynamic time warping algorithm is proposed to
detect the low rate DoS attacks. The paper proposes
deficit round robin algorithm to filter the attack
flows, which will fail to drop attack packets when
the attacker uses the continuous cycle and random-
ized IP address spoofing as each attack flow is a
combination of multiple flows and each will be trea-
ted as a new flow. Thus, the attacker can easily
evade the filtering mechanism. On the contrary,
our proposed scheme can detect and filter RoQ
attacks, which use IP address spoofing or botnets.
The randomization of RTO [40] proposed to miti-
gate the low rate TCP DoS attack cannot defend
against the RoQ attack, which targets the network
element rather then the end host.

The collaborative detection and filtering scheme
proposed in [41] involves cooperation among rou-
ters to throttle and push the attack traffic towards
the source. The scheme relies on the autocorrelation
property to distinguish the periodic behavior of the
attack traffic from the legitimate traffic. It uses per-
flow analysis to detect low rate DoS attacks, which
will fail under IP address spoofing. It maintains a
malicious flow table, and a suspicious flow table,
which can be overwhelmed under the presence of
IP address spoofing. The novel part is the cumula-
tive traffic spectrum that can distinguish traffic with
the attack and without the attack. In the traffic spec-
trum with the attack, the energy is found more
localized in lower frequencies. The attacker can ran-
domize the attack parameters in the RoQ attack.
This work does not provide clear guidelines to
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activate attack packets filtering. In contrast, our
proposed approach can work without cooperation
among the routers. A similar frequency domain
approach is used in [42] to distinguish RoQ attack
traffic but it fails to tackle the RoQ attack packet fil-
tering problem. It uses a simple table to store hash
of five-tuple flowid, which can be easily over-
whelmed if large botnets are used to launch an
RoQ attack at the router.

The wavelet based [5] approach identifies abnor-
mal change in the incoming traffic rate and the out-
going acknowledgments to detect presence of low
rate TCP DoS attacks. This approach cannot iden-
tify the RoQ attack. The wavelet approach does
not filter the attack traffic. In [43], the authors have
proposed to regulate the buffer size to expose the
attack flows to the RED-PD filtering. This work
does not consider the RoQ attack in their analysis;
it is difficult for this approach to detect the RoQ
attack because the average rate of an RoQ attack
is very low. A modified AQM scheme referred to
as HAWK [44] works by identifying bursty flows
on short timescales, but fails to block the attack
flows that can use the IP address spoofing. This
approach can penalize the legitimate short bursty
flows, thereby reducing their throughput. In a simi-
lar work [45], the authors estimate the bursty flows
on shorter and longer time scales. The main idea in
[45] is to use per-tcp flow rate as the normal rate,
and anything above that rate is considered abnor-
mal. The identification of flow rates is done online;
it is thus very easy to penalize a normal flow as a bur-
sty flow. They do not consider the random IP
address spoofing, where every packet will have a
new flow id. They use a very complex filtering tech-
nique. On the contrary, the idea behind the approach
proposed in this paper is to identify a group of flows
with fewer packets showing high rates on shorter
timescales. With the use of the IP address spoofing,
it is difficult to come up with the notion of a flow
as the number of packets per flow can be randomized
in any fashion during every ON period. Our tech-
nique of filtering and scalably isolating the legitimate
flows thus helps mitigate most of the problems
caused by the IP address spoofing.

7. Concluding remarks

We have proposed a router-based approach to
detect the stealthy low rate DoS and RoQ attacks
which use IP address spoofing or botnets. This
work addresses the IP address spoofing and bot-
net problem in the context of the low rate DoS
and RoQ attacks, and proposes an effective and
realizable solution to defend against RoQ attacks.
The effectiveness of the proposed approach has
been demonstrated via extensive experiments. At
the time of writing this paper to best of our
knowledge, there is no effective solution to defend
RoQ attacks that employ IP address spoofing or
botnets. Our solution fills up this gap in the net-
work security area.
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